
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Bridge Overseas Halkidiki Date: 09.10.17 Venue: Anthemus Sea, Nikiti

TD's: David Jones, Marilyn Jones, Neil Morley

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 34 Yes 5 No 0

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 25 Probably 14 Unlikely 0 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

35 Venue 2

28 Playing conditions 5

19 Schedule 10

28 Competition format 3

33 Directors/Organisation 2

32 Catering/refreshments 3

24 Pre-congress service 3

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 13 Earlier finish 16 Longer intervals 0

Later start 2 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 7

Total Returns 39

Number of attendees 124

Yes No Maybe

Do you plan on attending Budapest Congress in 2018? 5 19 3

Do you plan on attending Cadiz Congress in 2018? 14 0 15

Comments

Shame about the bridge mate problems x3

Would like to be closer to town with more restaurants and cafes close by x3

Great holiday x2

Would prefer some morning sessions and more evenings off x1

Not enough bridge - how about seminars or knock out teams in the mornings x1

Start session 3 of Swiss Pairs at 2.00 for more free time on evening off x1

Could not be faulted x1

Great venue x1

Dinner at 6.00 and start evening sessions earlier x1

Food excellent x1

The event seems to be losing its friendliness x1

Drink availability during play excellent x1

Feel that Budapest in February will be too cold - would be fine in October x1

If not excellent then can only 'require improvement' x1



Playing room too cold x1

All lovely - but would be better with fewer wasps! x1


